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We consider the problem of estimating the ensemble average of an observable on
an ensemble of equally prepared identical quantum systems. We show that, among
all kinds of measurements performed jointly on the copies, the optimal unbiased
estimation is achieved by the usual procedure that consists in performing independent measurements of the observable on each system and averaging the measurement outcomes. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.2168122$

I. INTRODUCTION

The astonishing precision of measurements currently available in quantum optics1 along with
the growing demand of quantum devices of the new information technology2,3 have revived the
interest in the theory of quantum measurements.4 The outcome statistics of a quantum measurement for all possible input states is described by a positive operator valued measure !POVM". The
general optimization approach of quantum estimation theory5 is to maximize over all possible
POVM’s an appropriate cost function, which depends on the context and on the specific use of the
measurement. The output statistics can then be improved by using multiple copies of the same
quantum system, all prepared in the same state, and performing a suitable ensemble measurement
over the copies.
The experimental complexity of ensemble measurements is roughly classified by dividing
them into three main categories: !a" independent, !b" separable, and !c" entangled measurements.
Category !a" is described by tensor products of independent POVM’s; !b" by POVM’s with
separable elements only; !c" by POVM’s where some elements are entangled. Notice that the
separability of POVM’s generally does not correspond to a physical separability of measuring
apparatuses #there exist separable measurements that cannot be performed by separate measuring
apparatuses, i.e., by local operations and classical communication !LOCC"$, and this classification
remains essentially mathematical in nature. However, at least one can say that category !b" contains all adaptive measurements !in which the choice of the measuring apparatus on the nth copy
depends on the outcomes of previous measurements", whereas category !c" contains those measurements that need quantum interactions between copies, implying that all copies during the
measuring time must be at the same physical location, or, otherwise, that a “quantum memory” is
available.
Among the three categories of ensemble measurements, the category !c" of entangled POVM’s
discloses the full exponential growth of the Hilbert space dimension versus the number of copies
N for a virtually unlimited optimization of the statistical efficiency of the measurement, with the
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possibility of largely surpassing the performance of categories !a" and !b".6–9 Indeed, over the last
few years, it has been recognized that entangled measurements are usually more efficient than
independent measurements, and the optimal measurement scheme is almost always entangled.10–13
However, in some situations it has been also shown that asymptotically for N → ! an equivalently
optimal estimation may be achieved using just independent measurements over the copies.14–17
In the above scenario it is natural to ask if the canonical procedure of averaging the outcomes
of repeated measurements of an observable A over equally prepared systems is the best way of
estimating the ensemble average %A& of A, or, instead, if a joint entangled measurement over the
copies can improve the estimation. As we will see it turns out that the canonical procedure is
indeed optimal, however, the derivation of this result is nontrivial, and offers a general warning
against easy assumptions and generalizations when evaluating statistical efficiencies of ensemble
measurements.
Let us be more precise, and fix precisely the scenario of the quantum estimation. Suppose one
has a finite number N of equally prepared distinguishable identical d-dimensional quantum systems, which are described by the state " ! N, and one wants to estimate the ensemble average
%A&" ' Tr#"A$ of the observable A. Suppose now that one has unlimited technology at one’s
disposal, including measuring apparatus that can achieve any desired entangled POVM on all N
systems jointly. The question is which is the best measuring apparatus to choose in order to
estimate %A&" with the minimum statistical error? What we will prove in the present paper is that
the best estimation strategy is just the canonical procedure, which consists in averaging the
outcomes of repeated measurements of the observable A over the equally prepared quantum
systems.
II. PERMUTATIONALLY INVARIANT POLARIZATION IDENTITIES

In the derivation of our main result the following lemma will play a crucial role.
Lemma 1: Any permutationally invariant operator X on H ! N is completely determined by all
ensemble averages Tr#X" ! N$ on identical equally prepared systems.
Proof: The statement of the lemma is equivalent to the following logical implication:
" " ! S!H",

X ! PN!H",

Tr#X" ! N$ = 0 Þ X = 0,

!1"

where S!H" denotes the set of states on H, and PN!H" the algebra of permutationally invariant
operators on H ! N. Indeed, statement !1" is equivalent to the statement that if Tr#X" ! N$
= Tr#Y " ! N$ for all states ", then X ' Y.
Consider the following special states of the form
N

"# = ( # j)$ j&%$ j),
j=1

# j % 0,# j # #i,i # j,

!2"

with *$ j+N any set of N unequal states !not necessarily orthogonal". The trace Tr#X"#! N$ is a
polynomial in ,Nj=1#xj j, with (Nj=1x j = N and x j & 0 integers. Now, in order to have Tr#X"#! N$ = 0 for
arbitrary "#, all coefficients of the polynomial must vanish. In particular, the coefficient of ,Nj=1# j
is given by

(' %$1) . . . %$N)(' X('† )$1& . . . )$N& ' 0,

!3"

where (' are the permutations of the N systems. By hypothesis we have (' X('† = X, then the
vanishing of Tr#X"#! N$ for all states "# implies
%$1) . . . %$N)X)$1& . . . )$N& = 0,

!4"

for all sets *$ j+N. If we take )$k& = ))*& + +)*"&, by arbitrariness of ) and + we have
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%$1) ¯ %*) ¯ %$N)X)$1& ¯ )*& ¯ )$N& = %$1) ¯ %*) ¯ %$N)X)$1& ¯ )*"& ¯ )$N&
= %$1) ¯ %*") ¯ %$N)X)$1& ¯ )*& ¯ )$N&

= %$1) ¯ %*") ¯ %$N)X)$1& ¯ )*"& ¯ )$N& = 0.

!5"

By repeating the same argument for different values of k and choosing * and *" as all possible
elements of an orthonormal basis ** j+ we get
%* j1) ¯ %* jN)X)*k1& ¯ )*kN& = 0,

" *ji+,*ki+.

!6"

Since all the matrix elements of X on an orthonormal basis are null, one has that X ' 0.
#
Notice that the proof of the previous lemma contains the following interesting corollary.
Corollary 1: For any operator X on H ! N the diagonal elements on factorized states completely determine X.
This is a kind of factorized polarization identity for permutation invariant operators.
III. THE MAIN RESULT

Let us now come back to the original problem of determining the optimal measurement for
estimating the ensemble average of an observable. Consider a generic joint POVM P!r" on H ! N,
with outcome r providing an estimate of the expectation %A&" of the observable A on N identical
systems all in the same state ". Clearly, one has #m , r , # M , with #m and # M minimum and
maximum eigenvalues of A, respectively. The POVM P!r" provides an estimate of the expectation
%A&" if the conditional probability p!r ) "" of estimating expectation value r for actual value Tr#A"$
is expressed via the Born rule as follows:
p!r)""dr = Tr#P!r"" ! N$dr.

!7"

Since the state " ! N is permutation invariant, we can consider permutation invariant POVM’s.
Indeed, using invariance of " ! N under permutations, one has
p!r)""dr =

-

.

1
1
( Tr#('" ! N('† P!r"$dr = Tr " ! N N! (' !('† P!r"('" dr = Tr#(!!r"" ! N$dr,
N! '
!8"

where the POVM
P!!r" '

1
( († P!r"('
N! ' '

!9"

is permutation invariant by construction. This means that for any POVM there is a permutation
invariant one giving the same probability distributions for all states " ! N. Therefore, without loss of
generality, in the following we can assume that P!r" is permutation invariant. We will consider
now the case in which the POVM is unbiased, that is the averaging over r coincides with the value
to be estimated. Mathematically this means that for all states " the following identity holds:

/

#M

dr rp!r)"" = Tr#A"$.

!10"

#m

The statistical error in the estimate is given by the rms of the probability distribution

-N!A" $

-/

#M

#m

dr!r − %A&""2 p!r)""

.

1/2

,

!11"

which for unbiased estimation equals
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-N!A" $

-/

#M

dr#r2 p!r)""$ − %A&"2

#m

.

1/2

!12"

.

Since the only part which depends on the POVM is the conditional probability p!r ) "", the optimization of the error resorts to minimize the quantity

/

#M

dr r2 Tr#P!r"" ! N$,

!13"

#m

with the constraints

/

#M

dr P!r" = I,

!14"

dr r Tr#P!r"" ! N$ = %A&" .

!15"

#m

/

#M

#m

Using the following identity:

-

%A&" = Tr " ! N

. -

N

1
1
('!A ! I ! !N−1""('† = Tr " ! N ( A!k"
(
N! '
N k=1

.

!16"

with A!k" $ I ! !k−1" ! A ! I ! N−k, by virtue of Lemma 1 we can recast Eq. !15" as follows:

/

#M

#m

N

1
dr rP!r" = ( A!k" $ ..
N k=1

!17"

The operator / & 0 defined as

/

/$

#M

dr r2 P!r",

!18"

#m

allows to reexpress the statistical error as follows:

-N!A"2 = Tr#/" ! N$ − %A&"2 .

!19"

In the representation in which / is diagonal, the constraints !14" and !15" become

/

#M

dr P!r"lk = 0lk ,

!20"

dr rP!r"lk = .lk ,

!21"

#m

/

#M

#m

whereas the error !12" becomes

-N!A"2 = ( !" ! N"nn
n

/

#M

dr r2 P!r"nn − %A&"2 .

!22"

#m

From Eqs. !20" and !21" it follows that the diagonal elements P!r"nn are probability densities in r
over ##m , # M $, with average .nn. Denoting the variance of P!r"nn by '2n, we can write
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!23"

n

Therefore, -N!A"2 is minimized by taking '2n = 0, corresponding to P!r"nn ' 0!.nn − r". This implies
that the outcomes of the optimal POVM are actually discrete, corresponding to rn = .nn. In this
discrete version, the POVM has P!rn"nm = 0nm #which also implies that .nm = 0nm.nn via Eq. !21"$,
that is P!rn" is projection valued on the nth eigenvector of / !when it happens that .nn = .mm for
some m # n, then the projector has rank equal to the number of equal diagonal elements". We have
finally
2
-N!A"2 = ( !" ! N"nn.nn
− %A&"2 .

!24"

I = ( P!rn",

!25"

. = ( .nn P!rn",

!26"

2
P!rn".
/ = ( .nn

!27"

n

Moreover, we have

n

n

n

2
Since optimization makes . and / jointly diagonal, one has (n.nn
!" ! N"nn = Tr#.2" ! N$, and using
Eqs. !17" and !24" we can write the following expression for the minimal error:
N

1
-N!A" = 2 ( Tr#A!i"A!j"" ! N$ − %A&"2 .
N i,j=1
2

!28"

Notice that the sum in the first term contains N terms with i = j equal to Tr#A2"$ and N!N − 1" with
i # j equal to %A&"2, resulting in

-N!A" =

0

%A2&" − %A&"2
,
N

!29"

that is the optimal error equals the statistical error occurring when measuring A separately on all
the identical quantum systems in the state ", and then averaging. Indeed, the optimal POVM
coincides with the spectral resolution of . = !1 / N"(nA!n" on H ! N.
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